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ÐÎÇÄ²Ë 1. ÒÅÎÐ²ß ÒÀ ²ÑÒÎÐ²ß ÏÎË²ÒÈ×ÍÎ¯ ÍÀÓÊÈ

 Overall and integral informatization 
of the world and humanity leads and forces the scien
tists to rethink the way a person socializes and inter

for new reasoning and interpretation of notions and 

from a great impact of IT technologies and expansion 

give a new look at many things happening inside a 

his/her socialization in a densely enclosed informa

 Formation of the per

ment of a modern person occurs under the conditions 

contents and scope of social and inner self and dic
tate behavioural intentions and inclinations of a per

generally determine the system of his/her ideas and 

fact that informatization has become a global driver of 

of immersion in the general information space drives 

tial conditions for reforms and the emergence of new 

dency did not pass over the sphere of political sociali

in turn allows us to isolate and analyse it as a rela
tively independent tendency of the process of political 

particularly relevant to the study on how it is possible 

socialization of the personality with the democratic 

respond to the aggressive and chaotic environment 

analysis of informatization of the process of politi

nomenon of the political life of the modern world and 
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Informatization of a society is a logical stage in the 
development of the civilization conditioned by techni

the middle of the twentieth century became a logical 

development and widespread distribution of informa
tion technology radically transformed the social and 

informatization as a phenomenon of modern cultural 
and civilizational development has quickly turned into 

Informatization is deeply engrafted in the process of 

and technologies in various spheres of individual and 

mational civilization has considerably changed the 

cultural space has been the most receptive object for 
transformation under the conditions of informatization 

political socialization of the personality takes place 

obtaining necessary information about certain phe
nomena and events disappear under the conditions 

the perception of a huge amount of information in the 

cates the provision of this information with relevant 

The phenomenon of informatization has been 

become easier for a person to receive knowledge 
about certain phenomena and events that surround 

world in an instant and speak with people on the other 
side of the planet; the world itself gets smaller and 

more time interacting online and chatting with some

powerful information sources and media has induced 
the scientists to face new issues and tasks on devel
oping other approaches in studying the society and 
the personality under new conditions of the informa

related to the intense use of the latest information 

media and the impact thereof shows the dependence 
of public consciousness on the level of social respon
sibility of certain groups and individuals who cover the 

zation as a phenomenon of political life of the modern 
world and Ukrainian society not only allows a person 
to diversify the means of his/her own political social

ing stipulates a general political landscape of entire 

society opposes and protects against such a manip

bility to exercise their rights and freedoms through 

a person is involved in social relations within a cer

also effective in making information sources to really 
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contribute to the humanistic and democratic forms of 

dencies of informatization as a phenomenon of the 
political life of the modern world and Ukrainian soci

The background of further democratic transforma

itive potential of informatization for the establishment 
of civil society and the rule of law will be used in such 

the use of information technologies to such an extent 
that they become the dominant forces in commanding 

using informational tools to develop and implement 

As a process of integration of Ukraine into geo

informatization has already revealed and exposed 
a number of humanitarian challenging issues in 

encompasses the issues of legitimate use and protec

using the gained information to raise public aware

lates the development of electronic technologies and 

becomes in Ukraine a condition of universal freedom 

of fair furnishing of information is the most important 

to a variety of information sources and means of civil 

tiveness of the use of modern information and civiliza
tion possibilities to improve and innovate the process 

This is especially important under the conditions of a 

as it will allow presenting a successful and effective 
picture of stable and sustainable social and political 

Evaluating the overall effects of the phenomenon 

nomenon on both the political sphere in general and 

vance of a comprehensive conceptual and theoretical 
study of the problem in question associated with the 
manner informatization affects political socialization 

matization of any society cannot be assessed cate

information processing technologies and telecommu
nication data networks provide great opportunities for 

manization of the process of informatization of the 

processes makes the scientists continually detail their 
conceptual and theoretical researches of the method
ology of studying the realities of informatization and 

on various manifestations and the inner essence of 
political socialization of the personality shall be ana

tion resources in their various manifestations have 
become one of the key forces that determine the 
main trends in the development of certain national 

which information impulses are engaged by the main 
informational and political actors and to what extent 

tion technologies have largely changed the situation 

monopolization of stable political communications 

of information on contradictions of the society func

development and settlement of contradictions within 

dominant trends in the public perception of socially 
important problems and the formation of attitudes of 
different social groups in respect of these problems 

appearance of new types of totalitarian and authori
tarian regimes in connection with world and national 

nologies allowed for the mediacracy to become the 
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potential force in the system of political socialization 

ambivalent in its nature and producing positive and 

Such a breakthrough informatization of the 

mation related to political events taking place in the 

ment regarding the construction of the personality as 

on political processes in Ukrainian society are about 
implementing information sources and media as 

the authorities actively use various information tools 

munication on the processes of political socialization 

this effect and its correct implementation will greatly 

political socialization of the society in the conditions of 

analysis of how the existing and constantly emerg
ing media of mass communication affect the political 

our national society on the way to the implementa

It predetermines the construction of a legal state of 

ical processes and political socialization of the per

tion of political socialization of the personality under 

Ukrainian society possesses very low political and 

from the past Soviet times; and the majority of the 
population has an unsatisfactory level of political edu

means of controlling social and individual political 

media of social communication carry out manipulative 

high is the level of political and civic education and 

of this that societies that entered the era of informa

deepen very often the political illiteracy of the pop

comprehensive informatization of the various aspects 

it is hardly possible to envisage and hope for the fur

of development of national political information and 
media spheres at the conceptual and theoretical lev

and favourable means and mechanisms of political 

component of social development and a factor of 

The development of new information technologies 
and the practice of their usage in Ukraine conceals 

implementation of the fundamental values of civil 
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modern communication means and social media as 
mechanisms of direct participation of citizens in the 

any national state shall be prepared to answer ade
quately to the challenges and social dangers inherent 

The stated above assumes that the national polit

analysing various mechanisms for the effective use of 
the entire potential of the phenomenon of informatiza

but not manipulative process of political socialization of 

how the national information resource of modern pol

we highlight the question of how the external informa

and how it affects the individualized forms of personal 

fundamentally new instrument of social involvement 
and adjustment to rapidly changing social environ

with the surrounding world becomes a determining 

functioning in Ukraine have somehow changed the 

have begun addressing the individual and every citi

powers in swaying people to act as the authorities and 

in virtue of informatization of all spheres of personal 

new techniques and methods to vanquish the sympa

aiming at and helping in effective social involvement 

reciprocally directed: political actors and information 
centres shall use the information resources of mod

ern politics to improve the conditions for the political 

 

 

 

noi Ukrainy u svitovomu konteksti: politolohichnyi analiz 

tura Ukrainy v umovah hlobalizatsii informatsiinoho sus
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phenomenon of informatization in the context of globali

tization as a factor of information development of 
 

komunikatsii na politychnu sotsializatsiiu osobysto
sti v umovah stanovlennia informatsiinoho suspilstva 

the personality under the conditions of the develop
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